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Abstract People’s explanations about the biological world
are heavily biased toward internal, non-obvious properties.
Adults and children as young as 5 years of age find internal
properties more causally central than external features for
explaining general biological processes and categorymember-
ship. In this paper, we describe how this ‘internal property
bias’may be grounded in two different developmental precur-
sors observed in studies with infants: (1) an early understand-
ing of biological agency that is apparent in infants’ reasoning
about animals, and (2) the acquisition of kind-based represen-
tations that distinguish between essential and accidental prop-
erties, spanning from animals to artifacts. We argue that these
precursors may support the progressive construction of the
notion of biological kinds and explanations during childhood.
Shortly after their first year of life, infants seem to represent
the internal properties of animates as more central and
identity-determining that external properties. Over time, this
skeletal notion of biological kinds is integrated into diverse
explanations about kind membership and biological process-
es, with an increasingly better understanding of the causal role
of internal properties.
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Introduction

Generating explanations of biological phenomena is a wide-
spread activity across all ages and cultural groups (Medin &
Atran, 1999). The entities that populate the natural world ex-
hibit a variety of shapes, colors, functions, and characteristic
behaviors that both children and adults automatically attempt
to understand in terms of their root causes. One of the over-
arching goals of research in this area has been to identify the
underlying structure of the causal–explanatory framework that
supports these intuitions.

Many of the explanations we construct refer to causal
mechanisms that are heavily biased towards particular kinds
of features. For example, causal explanations in the biological
domain appear to be powerfully biased towards ‘deeper,’ un-
seen features as opposed to those that exist on the surface
(Ahn, 1998). Such features are commonly described as ‘non-
obvious’ or ‘internal’ properties, since they evade immediate
perception by existing either beneath the surface (e.g., physi-
cal insides) or by being caused by unobservable internal
mechanisms (e.g., sound properties). This distinction—
weighting ‘internal’ over ‘external’ features—is apparent in
at least two types of biological explanations: explaining gen-
eral biological functions and explaining species-typical prop-
erties. Examples of the former type involve the explanation of
growth, movement in animals, and the recovery of health,
among other functions (Inagaki & Hatano, 2004). Adults have
an overall understanding of how physical internal properties
such as muscles and bones are causally relevant in the gener-
ation of motion, or that internal fluids are necessary to keep
animals and plants alive. Adults also understand that the brain
is like a container holding thoughts, memories, and ideas that
are also somehow related to different personality types
(Gottfried, Gelman, & Schultz, 1999). Additionally,
explaining species-typical properties such as differences in
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body shape, color, and behavior also requires an understand-
ing of how physical internal features are causally relevant in
the generation of those properties (Rehder, 2003). For exam-
ple, many individuals in Western cultures attribute to DNA a
preeminent causal role in the generation of species-typical
properties (Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011). Furthermore, some
physiochemical processes may be invoked in order to explain
why animals and plants display particular properties rather
than others. In both types of explanations—general biological
functions and species-typical properties—adults are biased
toward representing biological entities as possessing an under-
lying structure with causal potency.

The main goal of the current paper is to outline one pro-
posal about the developmental origins of this internal property
bias and its role in the elaboration of biological explanations.
Of course, children eventually learn a great deal about the
internal physical properties of animals and plants and miscel-
laneous biological processes through schooling. For example,
they are explicitly taught about the internal causes of impor-
tant bodily functions. However, an increasing number of stud-
ies have also documented a bias toward internal properties in
young children who lack exposure to these ideas through for-
mal education (Simon & Keil, 1995; Diesendruck, 2001;
Diesendruck & Peretz, 2013). For example, 5-year-old chil-
dren that weigh causal features (e.g., blood type) over effect
features (e.g., skin color) in categorization judgments, in gen-
eral, do so only when those causal properties are presented
inside the organism (Meunier & Cordier, 2009). Children this
age appear biased to represent an animal’s internal physical
properties as more causally responsible and diagnostic of cat-
egory membership than any of its external properties. Such
internal property biases are symptomatic of ‘biological essen-
tialism,’ an assumption that living things possess hidden caus-
al forces that maintain an individual’s identity over time and
change, which is widespread across children’s biological ex-
planations in a variety of cultures (Waxman, Medin, & Ross,
2007).

Where does this internal property bias in children come
from? Our proposal is that two different developmental pre-
cursors presenting during infancy conspire to develop this
bias: first, an ontological distinction between kinds and classes
that supports the idea of hidden causal factors when thinking
of non-accidental categories in the world (Cimpian &
Erickson 2012; Gelman & Hirschfeld, 1999), and second,
the ascription of biological properties to self-propelled and
agentive entities (Gelman, 1990). In the first two sections of
this paper, we describe the ways in which each of these pre-
cursors draws infants’ attention toward non-obvious proper-
ties from very early on. In the third section, we explain how
these precursors jointly contribute to the emergence of an
internal property bias that causes infants to weigh the internal
properties of animate objects more heavily than external ones,
laying the foundation for the concept ‘biological kind.’ In the

fourth section, we argue how this skeletal representation may
give rise to the more elaborated intuitive theory of biological
essentialism. In the final section, we describe how this early
internal property bias becomes elaborated through a protracted
developmental process into a fully mature understanding of
the biological role that physical inside properties play (e.g.,
Rhodes & Gelman, 2009).

Kind Representations in Infancy

The human conceptual system makes an important distinction
between two types of categories: kind categories and class
categories (Prasada, Hennefield, & Otap, 2012). Kinds and
classes differ from each other based on both the category
structure (Estes, 2003) and the type of inferences they support
(Rips, 2011). At the level of category structure, kind concepts
are represented as non-accidental categories supported by rich
causal–explanatory networks (Keil, 1995). The set of correlat-
ed properties that particular instances of a kind display are
explained by positing causally potent properties that lie be-
neath the surface (Ahn, Taylor, Kato, Marsh, & Bloom, 2013;
Kripke, 1980; Medin & Ortony 1989; Putnam, 1975; Quine,
1969). Such non-observable, or so-called ‘non-obvious,’
properties are referred to as ‘defining’ or ‘essential’ features.
By contrast, class concepts are represented as accidental cate-
gories, picking out objects from different kinds, and with a
relatively shallow structure (Shipley, 1989). These differ-
ences in category structure have consequences in the type
of inferences that people can carry out. For example, it has
been shown that adults and older children categorize bio-
logical kinds based on underlying and unobservable prop-
erties rather than visible features (Ahn, Gelman,
Amsterlaw, Hohenstein, & Kalish, 2000; Rehder & Kim,
2006). Adults may sometimes rely on external properties to
categorize biological kinds but only when they are causally
connected to non-visible properties (Rehder & Kim, 2009).
Adults also find kind membership to be more central to the
representation of individual identity than superficial fea-
tures (Hirsch, 1982).

The way children and adults represent kind concepts across
several domains (e.g., artifacts, living entities, and human
kinds) exhibits a high degree of developmental continuity
(e.g., Gergely & Jacob, 2012). This continuity is manifest
within the first two years of life in at least two types of infer-
ential processes: categorization and individuation.

Kind-based Categorization

Some developmental studies indicate that infants use kind
information in categorization tasks. For example, 11-month-
old infants are able to categorize different animal figures (e.g.,
a giraffe and a crocodile) and different furniture figures (e.g., a
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chair and a bed) as two contrasting and global kinds (Pauen,
2002), even though the degree of similarity between kinds
was lower than the degree of similarity within kinds (e.g.,
Mandler & McDonough 1993; 1998). Infants this same age
have also been shown to categorize artifacts based on relevant
functional information rather than their overall perceptual sim-
ilarity (Trauble & Pauen, 2007), but only when object and
function are causally connected (Booth, 2008; Booth,
Schuler, & Zajicek, 2010; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000). In this
way, infants, like adults, seem to represent function as a crit-
ical property of artifact kinds (Hernik & Csibra, 2009), and
use kind membership as a more reliable source of information
to categorize animals than perceptual similarity.

In kind-based categorization, representing surface fea-
tures is important to the extent that it diagnoses the
presence of ‘deeper’ non-observable properties (Rehder,
2007). Evidence of this type of ‘diagnostic reasoning’ in
infancy has been observed using artifacts. For example,
studies using a longitudinal methodology have shown
that 17-month-old infants exhibit a ‘shape bias’ when
categorizing artifacts, but only when they perceive
shape as causally important for performing a particular
function (Ware & Booth, 2010). Infants learn that the
shape of a spoon is a relevant feature if the spoon is
used to scoop sand from a bucket but not when it is
used to cut something. Crucially, after 6 weeks of train-
ing, these children also transferred this ‘shape bias’ to
new artifacts. Other studies with younger infants have
demonstrated that 9-month-olds are biased to use an
artifact’s shape rather than its color to distinguish the
referent of new nouns (Dewar & Xu, 2007). However,
when shape and the display of a non-obvious property
(e.g., sound) are pitted against each other, infants be-
lieve that different words refer to objects with different
non-obvious properties (Dewar & Xu, 2009). These re-
sults suggest that shape is a salient property early on
because it is a reliable cue of more central non-
observable properties. Thus, infants seem to have the
intuition that some visible properties are particularly rel-
evant for categorizing objects in virtue of being more
diagnostic of kind membership (Graham & Diesendruck,
2010).

Kind-based Object Individuation

In addition to specifying category membership, kind represen-
tations can also be used for identifying particular instances of
objects in those categories and tracing their individual identity
over time (Xu, 2005). Particularly when an object’s spatiotem-
poral history is ambiguous, adults use kind-based information
in order to judge whether or not it is the same individual seen
previously. For example, adults perceive a magician turning a
white dove into a white rabbit as an impossible transformation

in large part because they are different kinds of things. The
difficulty in identifying the two animals as belonging to the
same category leads people to represent two different and
persistent individuals in the display. This process is called
kind-based individuation (see Carey & Xu, 2001 for a
review).

Developmental studies have revealed that, by 12 months of
age, infants seem capable of individuating objects based on
kind information. When infants this age witness two different
kinds of objects (e.g., a duck and a ball) appearing sequential-
ly from behind a screen in a spatiotemporally ambiguous sit-
uation, they seem to represent two individual entities rather
than just one changing its appearance (Xu & Carey, 1996).
This inference does not dependmerely on the surface property
differences (e.g., shape, color) across stimuli in these tasks,
since infants appear relatively insensitive to the salient prop-
erty differences between a red cup and a blue cup, which are
both exemplars of the same kind (Kingo & Krojgaard, 2011;
Xu, Carey, &Quint, 2004). Indeed, an important characteristic
of kind-based theories of individuation is that non-obvious
properties should be privileged over external properties, while
representing an object’s identity over time. Evidence for this
bias has been observed in different domains. For example,
when 10-month-olds witness a person demonstrating two dif-
ferent functions on the same artifact at different times in a
typical individuation task, they seem to represent two objects
involved in the event, demonstrating an early one-to-one map-
ping between artifact and function (Futo, Teglas, Csibra, &
Gergely, 2010). Similarly, when 11-month-olds witness an
agent perform two different socio-moral actions (e.g., helping
and hindering) in an individuation task, they tend to represent
two identical-looking agents behind the screen rather than one
agent who changes dispositions (Taborda-Osorio & Cheries,
2016). In this way, infants seem to be biased away from
surface-level features and towards deeper non-obvious prop-
erties, such as an artifact’s function or an agent’s social dispo-
sition, when tracing the individual identity of objects over
time.

Overall, studies in categorization and individuation suggest
that object kinds are represented as possessing an underlying
structure that is more identity-determining than obvious,
surface-level features like shape and color. There are two
points worth underscoring in the current discussion. First, this
is a bias that emerges early on in life and may help facilitate
the mapping between words and referents (Csibra &
Shamsudheen, 2015). Second, it seems to be a relatively gen-
eral bias, insofar as a similar pattern of results emerges when
looking at how infants represent the identity of artifacts, living
entities, and some social categories. The global nature of this
bias indicates that ascribing non-obvious properties may be a
basic human mode of understanding the world, affording in-
fants the flexibility to determine the type of properties and
causal mechanisms that may be relevant in each domain.
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Representations of Animate Agents in Infancy

The concept ‘living thing’ undergoes a substantial conceptual
change over the course of childhood (Carey, 1985). A mature
understanding of living things, including both animals and
plants (with humans as a subset of animals), is not achieved
until around 7–8 years of age (Johnson & Carey, 1998).
However, younger children seem to possess a clear and rela-
tively rich conceptual distinction between animate and inani-
mate objects (Hatano & Inagaki, 1999). For example, children
as early as 5 years of age know that animate and inanimate
objects belong to different ontological categories (Keil, 1989).
When children are questioned about an object transforming its
identity to another, they are more likely to deny the possibility
if the change is across ontological categories (e.g., a toy bird to
a real bird), than within an ontological category (e.g., a horse
to a zebra). Additionally, 5-years-olds also know that only
animate entities display goal-oriented autonomous move-
ments (Opfer, 2002). When these children are shown videos
of a blob displaying either an aimless self-propelled move-
ment or a movement that is both self-propelled and goal-ori-
ented, they claim that only the latter possesses biological prop-
erties (e.g., needing to eat). This result indicates that self-
propelled movement alone is not a sufficient cue for inferring
animacy. Instead, goal-oriented movement seems to be a cen-
tral component of children’s concept of living things, which is
initially applied only to animals and then extended to both
animals and plants (Opfer & Siegler, 2004).

The distinction that children draw between animate and
inanimate entities also supports differences in internal struc-
ture (Simons & Keil, 1995). In particular, children expect the
insides of animate and inanimate objects to differ (Gottfried &
Gelman, 2005). For example, preschool-aged children tend to
choose the appropriate type of insides for animals, plants, and
machines (e.g., a heart inside animals and wires inside ma-
chines). Children also expect a higher degree of similarity in
the type of internal properties that animate objects possess
compared to the internal properties of inanimate objects
(Gelman, 1990). These results indicate that, for children, ani-
mals differ from inanimate objects in deep, fundamental ways.

Studies with infants suggest a large amount of develop-
mental continuity in terms of the skeletal representations that
support the animate–inanimate distinction (Gelman, 2009).
For example, infants as young as 9 months of age are able to
generalize previously observed actions to other objects in the
appropriate ontological category (Mandler & McDonough,
1996; 1998). When infants observe the experimenter using a
key to start a car, they reproduce the action with an airplane
but not with a bird, even though they look very similar
(Mandler, 2004). Convergent evidence of this ontological dis-
tinction comes from work using an object individuation para-
digm. In one such study (Surian &Caldi, 2010), 10-month-old
infants observed two contrasting objects emerging from

behind a screen at different times. One object displayed typi-
cal featural and dynamic animate information (e.g., a bee fly-
ing), and the other typical inanimate information (e.g., a cup
being moved by a hand). Looking time measures indicated
that infants succeeded in individuating two objects behind
the screen. Crucially, infants failed to individuate two objects
from one another that were sampled from within each onto-
logical category (e.g., a bee and a caterpillar), suggesting that
infants this age lack more nuanced taxonomical categories.

In addition to making a general ontological distinction, do
infants make biological attributions about animate objects? As
we have seen, the perception of goal-directed movement is a
central component of older children’s concept ‘animate agent’
(Opfer, 2002), and this input leads children to attribute the
presence of physical internal properties (Gelman, 1990). If this
reasoning is grounded by initial skeletal principles, infants
may demonstrate similar inferences, although less rich in de-
tails. In a recent study (Setoh, Wu, Baillargeon, & Gelman,
2013), 8-month-old infants were shown a box on a stage in
three different conditions: The box displayed a self-propelled
movement only, agentive cues only (e.g., engaged in a
Bconversation^ with the experimenter), or both self-propelled
movement and agentive cues. After familiarizing infants with
one of these events, the experimenter lifted the can revealing it
to be closed at the bottom or empty. The results of this exper-
iment showed that infants expected the can to have filled in-
sides only in the self-propelled and agentive conditions. As
with older children, the perception of self-propelledmovement
itself does not trigger the attribution of physical internal prop-
erties. Although infants this age conceptually distinguish
agents from recipients of movement (Leslie, 1984),based on
the notion of transmission of force (Leslie, 1994), it seems not
to imply a distinction between animate and inanimate objects.
Additionally, the absence of biological expectations in the
agentive cues-only condition suggests that the attribution of
internal psychological properties does not necessarily entail
the attribution of internal physical properties. Thus, the ani-
mate–inanimate distinction seems to be conceptually different
from the infants’ system of psychological reasoning, and in-
fants require evidence of both kinds of properties to infer that
the entity should possess physical insides.

The Setoh et al. (2013) findingsmay reveal the operation of
an ‘innards principle’ in infancy (Gelman, 1990), in which
physical internal properties are attributed to an animal in order
to explain both its self-propelled movement and agency.
Additionally, some authors have speculated that the detection
of animals with physical internal properties may be the result
of an evolutionary adaptation in a prey–predator context and
the detection of possible sources of valuable nutrients (Barrett,
2005; Opfer, 2002; Setoh et al., 2013). Indeed, developmental
studies show that fitness-relevant mode of interactions, such
as Bchasing^ and Bhelping^, are perceptually salient for in-
fants (Frankenhuis & Barrett, 2013).
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Both aforementioned precursors—kind-based representa-
tions and the animate–inanimate distinction—have the power
to draw infants’ attention away from surface-level features and
towards the non-obvious properties possessed by an entity.
However, unlike the very general biases that underlie infants’
kind-based representations, the animate–inanimate distinction
seems to focus infants’ attention towards a particular type of
non-obvious property: physical insides. In the biological do-
main, causal explanations are strongly tied to physical insides
over any other, even those that are also represented as non-
obvious but internal properties in other domains, such as goals
or intentions in the psychological domain and an internal
source of energy in the physical domain. Thus, the main ques-
tion of the current paper addressed in the next section is how
infants come to represent the physical internal properties rath-
er than other properties as a central component in diverse
biological explanations, and the conceptualization of animate
entities overall.

The Internal Property Bias in Infancy

The evidence presented so far shows that infants in the first
year of life possess (1) a domain-general bias to represent kind
membership as being caused by non-obvious properties, and
(2) a domain-specific process that attributes physical insides to
animate entities. Our proposal is that together these two cog-
nitive processes provide the foundations for the concept bio-
logical kind and the progressive construction of a biological
causal-explanatory theory (cf. Inagaki & Hatano, 2002).
Namely, children eventually represent an animal’s internal
features as a biological property that is causally related to
determining its kind membership. The critical point, however,
is that neither of these two processes necessarily licenses this
belief in isolation from one another. On the one hand, young
infants might attribute physical insides to an animate agent
without drawing any connection between those properties
and the agent’s kind identity. On the other hand, infants’ bias
towards non-obvious properties may highlight many different
types of features that could be used to determine an agent’s
kind identity (e.g., sound, movement, an intrinsic source of
energy, intentions, physical insides, etc.). In this way, a mature
understanding of the importance of physical insides in biology
requires both of these processes in combination. For instance,
the array of non-obvious properties that may determine an
object’s kind is significantly constrained by the domain-
specific expectations infants possess at a young age. Since
infants expect that only self-propelled and agentive entities
(i.e. animals) possess physical internal properties, they may
infer that physical insides, per se, rather than other unobserv-
able properties are a particularly relevant non-obvious proper-
ty for biological kinds. This inference would not be possible if
infants lacked a domain-specific expectation of animals

having physical internal properties, as they have little or no
information about the insides of living kinds. Thus, by
highlighting the importance of non-obvious properties, kind
representations may lead children to represent physical inter-
nal properties as a central feature in the conceptualization of
animate entities. How early do these two cognitive processes
coalesce in development?

One way of diagnosing whether an agent’s ‘insides’ are
represented as a biological kind property, and not just as a
characteristic feature of animate objects, is to test whether an
agent’s physical insides are viewed as more identity-
determining than other properties in individuation and catego-
rization tasks. Some recent experiments have examined how
infants in the second year of life represent the role of visible
physical internal properties when categorizing and keeping
track of the identity of animate and inanimate objects. For
example, in an object-examining task, 14-month-olds catego-
rize inanimate objects based on their most salient external
features, but, when those same objects are presented with
animacy cues (e.g., with eyes on the top), infants were more
willing to categorize them based upon less obvious physical
internal properties (Welder & Graham, 2006). Other studies
have shown an early sensitivity to physical internal properties
in representing an object’s identity. For instance, 14-month-
olds were familiarized with a self-propelled transparent toy
with contrasting colors on the inside and the outside, and eyes
on the top (Newman, Herrmann, Wynn, & Keil, 2008).
Afterwards, two different objects, one with a similar physical
inside and one with a similar outside, were displayed in front
of the child. The results revealed that the majority of infants
picked out the object with the same-color physical insides.
Crucially, when motion was externally generated (as opposed
to self-propelled), infants did not show a larger preference for
one or the other toy. It seems that perceiving animate motion
prompts infants to weigh an object’s physical internal proper-
ties more heavily than its external properties.

Infants display a perceptual bias toward the physical inter-
nal features of animate agents. One interpretation of this phe-
nomenon is that infants represent these agents as biological
kinds such that their internal properties are treated as more
causally related to its category membership. If this interpreta-
tion is correct, then infants should use perceived differences in
internal properties to establish representations of new individ-
uals. This prediction was tested using an object individuation
paradigm with 13-month-olds who were shown animate ob-
jects containing visible internal and external features that pos-
sessed different combinations of contrasting colors (Taborda-
Osorio & Cheries, 2015). Like other individuation experi-
ments of this type (e.g., Van de Walle, Carey, & Prevor,
2000; Feigenson & Carey, 2003), infants observed two of
these objects appear and disappear from a box at different
times with no clue to their numerical identity besides the
featural information they displayed. The results showed that,
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when infants observed two self-propelled objects with the
same-color insides but different-color outsides, they seemed
to represent only one enduring entity involved in the event. By
contrast, when infants witnessed two objects with different-
color insides but the same-color outsides, they represented
two individuals. Importantly, infants did not make use of the
physical internal property differences they observed when the
two objects lacked animacy cues (e.g., eyes and self-propelled
motion). This pattern of results suggests that infants treat
biologically-based cues, such as an agent’s physical insides,
as a powerful criteria for representing an agent’s unique iden-
tity (Taborda-Osorio & Cheries, 2015).

In addition to determining kind-identity, other evidence
suggests that infants may interpret an agent’s physical internal
properties as being causally related to the characteristic behav-
ior it displays. When 14-month-olds observe an animate trans-
parent object displaying an idiosyncratic motion (e.g., moving
up and down or moving side to side), they expect objects with
the same color inside but not those with the same color outside
to exhibit the same type of behavior (Newman, et, al., 2008).
Even more abstract behaviors, such as an agent’s sociomoral
behavior toward another, seems to be more readily associated
with internal than external properties by infants. For example,
research has determined that infants correctly interpret an
agent’s social disposition towards another as ‘helpful’ or ‘un-
helpful’ depending on its pattern of interaction, such as help-
ing or hindering an agent’s goal of successfully climbing a hill
(Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007; Kuhlmeier, Wynn, &
Bloom, 2003). Studies using an identical social scenario have
shown that infants more readily associate such social behav-
iors with an agent’s inside properties rather than their outside
ones. First, infants ignore superficial changes to a character’s
surface appearance and expect a ‘helpful’ character which is
painted like an ‘unhelpful’ character to continue being helpful
and vice versa (Cheries, Newman, & Wynn, 2015). Second,
infants who observe transparent objects displaying either
prosocial or an antisocial behaviors show a preference to reach
for the object that matches the physical internal property of the
prosocial agent (Taborda-Osorio, Lyons, & Cheries, 2016).
These results indicate that infants might use biological criteria,
like an agent’s physical internal property, to distinguish differ-
ent social kinds. Physical internal properties may be intuited
by infants to be more causally related to a character’s social
behavior.

Overall, the previous studies show that there is an early
appreciation of the relationship among physical internal prop-
erties, identity, and category membership in agentive entities.
This type of complex mental representation cannot be the
result of either a domain-specific mechanism for biological
entities or a domain-general mechanism of kind-based repre-
sentations alone. On the one hand, a domain-specific account
in terms of an Binnards principle^ specifies the existence of
physical internal properties in self-propelled and agentive

entities, but it cannot fully explain why from very early on
physical internal features are treated as kind-relevant proper-
ties that carry causal power. On the other hand, a domain-
general account of kind-based representations allows infants
to represent some categories as endowed with a hidden causal
power, but it cannot by itself center infants’ attention on a
specific non-obvious property as this may vary across differ-
ent categories. However, a plausible developmental explana-
tion is that these two processes eventually combine. What
starts as an early bias towards an animal’s physical internal
properties is gradually elaborated until it becomes a kind-
relevant property and the foundation of categorical identity
when reasoning about animals. The evidence presented above
suggests that this elaboration may start as early as the second
year of life, as soon as the two constituent biases emerge or
soon thereafter. For instance, this developmental model does
not imply a strictly sequential emergence where one assump-
tion, the internal property bias, emerges from two precursors
only after a developmental delay. Instead, the representation
of animals as biological kinds may be constructed out of both
precursors as a type of emergent property as soon as infants
are exposed to them. Thus, the representation of physical in-
ternal properties in animals as kind-relevant may turn out to be
a useful assumption to explain the diversity of shapes and
behaviors that infants encode.

The Internal Property Bias and the Development
of Biological Essentialism

The internal property bias in infancy described above may
have lasting consequences for how children and adults con-
ceptualize biological kinds and explain biological phenomena.
Indeed, unlike artifacts, animals are construed as natural
kinds, defined in terms of an essential, intrinsic and objective
property, meaning that whatever determines their kind mem-
bership is a more permanent property and more resistant to
change over time (Kelemen & Carey, 2007; Rips, 2011). For
instance, adults believe that external transformations may lead
to changes in category membership for artifacts but not nec-
essarily for animals (Braisby, Franks, & Hampton, 1996; Keil,
1991).

If children are biased toward representing animals’ physi-
cal internal structure as a biological kind property, then the
identity of animate objects should be viewed as more intrinsic,
since internal properties are harder to change than external
properties. Studies observing this pattern reflect how children
seem to construe biological kinds, but not artifacts, as natural
kinds. For instance, 4-year-olds believe animals that belong to
the same category share internal, non-observable properties to
a greater extent than physical or perceptual properties
(Gelman & Markman, 1986). Relatedly, 3- to 5-year-old chil-
dren believe animals that share the same internal properties
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share the same category membership, even to some extent
overriding perceptual dissimilarities (Diesendruck, 2001;
Diesendruck, Gelman, & Lebowitz, 1998; Diesendruck &
Peretz, 2013). In both inductive inference and categorization
tasks, children display a greater reliance on physical internal
properties for animals than for artifacts. However, in tasks
where the causal properties of complex artifacts are demon-
strated in front of the child and the internal properties are
visible, 4- and 5-year-old children use internal but not external
properties as the basis for categorization (Sobel, Yoachim,
Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Blumenthal, 2007; Sobel & Buchanan,
2009). This demonstrates how the internal properties of some
non-living entities may be privileged over external features to
the extent that they reflect some sort of underlying causal
power (Gopnik & Nazzi, 2003). Nevertheless, the early
animate-inanimate distinction, and in particular the represen-
tation of animals as entities with internal structure, seem to
bias infants’ and older children’s attention toward the internal
properties of biological agents to a greater extent.

According to some authors, biological categories that are
represented as possessing intrinsic and objective properties
reflect a kind of psychological essentialism (Carey, 2009;
Gelman, 2003). Under this framework, biological categories
have a rich inductive potential whose members possess non-
visible, internal essences that are represented as being respon-
sible for its surface features. Some researchers have proposed
that children represent biological and some social categories
in these terms (Cimpian & Solomon, 2014, Gelman &
Hirschfeld, 1999; Keil, 1989). For instance, an unspecified
internal essence in the category lion would be responsible
for a wide variety of morphological and behavioral regulari-
ties, such as having manes and hunting gazelles. This type of
complex reasoning seems to be grounded in some explanatory
biases. Namely, children as young as 4 years of age explain
regularities in their environment as a function of inherent fea-
tures, rather than extrinsic properties or historical facts
(Cimpian & Solomon, 2014). For young children those inher-
ent features can have an open-ended output because they lack
relevant semantic knowledge, and thus the inherent features
that explain a regularity can be undetermined. Eventually, this
open-ended output is elaborated or filled with the assumption
of an essence to explain regularities in biological entities. This
explanation is supplemented by the consideration of early de-
velopmental biases. As was shown before, infants have the
notion that animate objects possess internal properties and
an internal source of energy that later on in development
may serve as a placeholder to attribute real internal essences
in animals (Cimpian & Solomon, 2014).

The roots of psychological essentialismmay be found early
in development and may be richer than the attribution of phys-
ical internal properties to biological kinds. As we have argued,
in the first years of life children may represent animals’ phys-
ical internal properties as both a causal and an identity-

determining feature through the joint operation of domain-
general and domain-specific mechanisms. Infants’ bias to
weigh the physical internal properties of self-propelled and
animate objects more heavily than external features consti-
tutes the basic foundation for biological essentialism.
However, this initial notion about the relationship between
physical internal properties, causality, and identity is far from
being a full biological essentialist theory. For this to be
achieved, children have to enrich and differentiate their
basic-level concepts, which is a longer process for biological
than for artifact concepts (Mandler, 2004). Furthermore, chil-
dren must develop the ability to view physical internal prop-
erties as causally connected to both the behavioral and mor-
phological features of living things. In other words, develop-
ment must move from the broad notion that internal properties
are more diagnostic of identity than external properties in
animate objects to the notion of an internal essence that gives
rise to observable similarities in members of a particular kind.
This final product is a theory of biological essentialism.

Developmental Changes in Children’s Biological
Explanations

Although the early internal property bias presented above is a
central component in the children’s intuitive biological knowl-
edge, it undergoes important elaboration along development
toward the construction of a biological causal–explanatory
theory. There are at least two notions that need to be developed
along childhood in order to reach a mature understanding
about the role of physical internal properties in a biological
framework. First, children should appeal to the causal role of
physical internal properties when explaining both the general
biological functions of animate objects and their species-
typical properties. For example, adults know that different
internal mechanisms are causally related to different vital
functions, and that different types of insides are related to
different species. Second, the causal network that connects
internal and external properties should be understood in terms
of a mechanistic explanation.

Several studies have noticed the relatively poor un-
derstanding of both notions in preschoolers, and a con-
ceptual change taking place between around 4 and
8 years of age. Thus, young children do not seem to
understand the causal role that internal properties have
in the generation of external morphological features of
both animals and plants (Meunier & Cordier, 2009). For
instance, 5-year-old children, but not 4-years-olds, clas-
sify objects as belonging to the same category if they
share internal properties (e.g., a substance inside) and
they are described as causally responsible for external
features (e.g., red petals). Therefore, 5-years-olds expect
external morphological features to be causally connected
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with internal properties. This contrasts with younger
children who believe that internal properties are more
identity-determining but seem to have poorer knowledge
about their causal relevance in the expression of biolog-
ical traits (Meunier & Cordier, 2009).

The lack of knowledge about the causal role of internal
properties in preschoolers has also been observed in the pat-
tern of explanations of general biological processes, such as
movement and growth (Gelman & Gottfried, 1996; Gottfried
& Gelman, 2005). When 5-year-olds are asked to choose if
animals use their insides, their own energy, or a particular part
inside of them to move, they typically choose Btheir own
energy^ as the best answer. Additionally, when 4- and 5-
year-old children are presented with a scenario where a brain
or other insides part is transplanted across animals of different
species, they do not believe the individual and typical-species
properties can change as a result of this operation (Gottfried,
Gelman, & Schultz, 1999). However, children understand that
internal properties are necessary for animals’ correct function-
ing. For instance, children deny that a dog can still be a dog
and bark if all the insides are removed (Gelman & Wellman,
1991). Similarly, although children do not believe that some-
thing inside is the cause of movement, they expect more in-
ternal parts for moving than for nonmoving objects (Gelman,
2003). Therefore, young children represent physical internal
properties as a necessary component of typical biological pro-
cesses rather than a sufficient cause (Gelman, 2003; Gottfried
& Gelman, 2005).

A mechanistic explanation about bodily functioning seems
also to emerge relatively late in development, as the role of
autonomous operation of internal properties becomes increas-
ingly central through formal education. For example, 8-year-
old children, but not 4-year-olds, believe that bodily functions
(such as growth and movement) are directly caused by insides
or internal parts (Gottfried & Gelman, 2005), and endorse
mechanistic explanations when confronted with general bio-
logical functions (e.g., breathing to take in oxygen and
changing it into waste carbon dioxide; Inagaki & Hatano,
2004). Furthermore, 9- to 10-year-old children who learn
about DNA may appeal to genes when justifying their intui-
tions about the origins of physical and behavioral properties
(Heyman & Gelman, 2000), and eventually endorse a form of
genetic essentialism to explain the transmission of various
traits (see Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011 for a review).

How do older children come to understand the role of in-
ternal physical properties in animate objects in this causal and
mechanistic way? Although more research is necessary to
understand this developmental process, and formal education
is certainly key, the early representation of animate entities as
biological kinds may be instrumental in this achievement. In
particular, the notion of internal physical properties as a kind
property may serve as a causal placeholder. Young children
may believe that something intrinsic to the animal’s body is, in

an unspecified manner, necessary to explain the animal’s char-
acteristic features and behaviors, and is responsible for kind
membership. The way this causal notion is instantiated when
children are asked to explain different biological phenomena
takes varied forms, and in some cases seems to resemble pre-
scientific theories. For example, when 4-year-old children are
asked to explain the transmission of properties in plants, they
choose internal rather than external mechanisms as the best
option (Springer & Keil, 1991). Apparently, children endorse
a kind of BGemmulic^ theory of inheritance, appealing to tiny
pieces inside the parent transmitted to offspring with a copy of
a target property (Newman & Keil, 2008).

The skeletal causal notion of internal properties is also
elaborated by children when explaining general biological
functions. Some studies show that 5- and 6-year-old children
in diverse cultures understand that internal parts are necessary
to sustain an exchange of vital force or energy with the exter-
nal environment (Inagaki & Hatano, 1993). For example, chil-
dren find it more reasonable to explain the intake of food as a
process where an internal organ takes in energy from the food
than as a process where the internal organ transforms the food
for the body (Inagaki & Hatano, 2004). The intuitive use of
vitalistic explanations seems to have two complementary
components: the reliance on an exchange of vital force, and
the ascription of Bagency^ to internal organs (Morris, Taplin,
& Gelman, 2000). Thus, children endorse almost as often
explanations referring to both an intake of energy and an organ
wanting to fulfill a function (e.g., we eat because our stomach
wants to take in food). However, children do not attribute
other mental processes, such as thinking, to internal organs
or overall finding bodily functions less compelling, than in-
tentional explanations (e.g., we eat because we like tasty
food). Therefore, the reliance on an organ’s intentions in vi-
talistic explanations may signal some children’s understand-
ing of the autonomous functioning of internal organs, which is
a hallmark of more mature physiological explanations.

Conclusions

Psychological research has demonstrated that the way people
provide explanations is constrained by domain-specific theo-
ry-like structures of knowledge (Gelman, 2009; Tenenbaum,
Griffiths & Kemp, 2006). For example, people’s intuitive
knowledge about physical events is constrained by the laws
of mechanics (Leslie, 1984), and intuitive psychological
knowledge follows the principle of rationality (Gergely &
Csibra, 2003). Similarly, biological knowledge is seemingly
constrained by the relative weight people attribute to an or-
ganism’s internal and external properties, with its ‘insides’
being much more central in the elaboration of biological ex-
planations (Ahn, 1998). In this paper, we have argued that a
skeletal form of this internal property bias exists in infancy
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and is derived through two distinct sources: (1) the use of
hidden and non-obvious properties for determining kind
membership, and (2) through the attribution of internal struc-
ture to agentive and self-propelled entities.

The early internal property bias may constrain the elab-
oration of a biological causal–explanatory theory in at
least two different manners. First, the early representation
of internal physical properties as kind-relevant may lead
young children to construe an intuitive theory of biologi-
cal essentialism, and, thus, an agent’s ‘insides’ may be
conceptualized as a physical instantiation of biological
essences (Newman & Keil, 2008), or at least something
conceptually proximate (Gelman, 2003). Accordingly,
young children believe that internal physical properties
are more privileged than external properties when
explaining species-typical features in animals. Second,
the representation of internal physical properties as kind-
relevant may also serve as a causal placeholder for devel-
oping an initial understanding of how biological phenom-
ena work. Thus, young children are biased to represent
animals’ physical internal properties as a necessary, al-
though not sufficient, component when explaining general
biological processes. For instance, children believe that
the working of internal organs sustains the vital force
involved in growth and movement. In both cases, the an-
imals’ internal structure plays a central causal role in the
children’s mind that may give rise to a more elaborated
and scientifically correct biological explanations.
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